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Abstract

A system viewpoint is essential in the study of wave energy converters, since several different energy domains are involved in
such devices. In this regard, bond graph, a graphical, port-based approach to modelling engineering systems, serves as a useful
tool. This article presents a study of a wave energy conversion system with hydraulic power take-off. With the aid of bond graph,
two alternative hydraulic system designs are modelled by assembling hydraulic subsystems/components in different manners. A
shallow-water pitching wave energy conversion system is considered as a case study, and selected simulation results using the two
alternative hydraulic system designs are presented. In addition, this article suggests how to model by bond graph the dynamics of a
multi-body wave energy conversion system.
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1. Introduction

Ocean wave is characterized by its high energy density, low-
frequency oscillatory motions, and randomness. Thus, a wave
energy conversion system (WECS) generally has to have some
means for converting the low-frequency oscillatory motions into
fast unidirectional motion, as well as some strategies to yield
steady power output despite the random input, in order to pro-
duce some form of energy for practical use. A WECS typically
consists of [cf. 1] (1) a primary interface, where hydrodynamic
interactions with the surrounding waves take place, resulting
in a relative motion, (2) a power take-off (PTO) mechanism,
which could be some combination of mechanical, hydraulic,
pneumatic, and electrical subsystems, (3) a mechanism for se-
curing the primary interface at sea, such as mooring lines, (4)
a control mechanism to maximize power capture, and (5) cable
connection to electricity grid. It is natural for a WECS to have
several conversion stages beginning in the mechanical transla-
tional/rotational domain and ending in electrical domain. In-
side as well as outside the conversion chain, different energy
domains interact with one another. Such complexities are ap-
parent from recent reviews by Falnes [2], Drew et al. [3], and
Falcão [4], for example.

Research on WECSs to date has generally been diverse, fo-
cusing on different parts or aspects of the system rather than the
totality of the whole system. Granted, there is value in studying
individual parts of the system in order to have accurate under-
standing of the constitutive behaviour of a single part. How-
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ever, as the parts or subsystems in a WECS are intimately re-
lated, one should carefully note that if interactions between the
different domains are taken into account, modelling assump-
tions that appear justifiable on one engineering domain may be-
come a problem on the others. Having a good understanding
of the whole system is therefore important if the fruitfulness
of different wave energy conversion concepts is to be assessed,
and when improvements are sought. In other words, a system
viewpoint is essential in the study of WECSs. This has been
identified as one crucial area to be addressed in wave energy
research [3].

In this regard, bond graph, a graphical, port-based approach
to modelling engineering systems, may serve as a useful tool
[for a general introduction to bond graph, see, e.g., 5, 6]. The
first allusion to the bond graph method for modelling WECSs
was perhaps in an article by Jefferys [7], although the term
bond graph was not mentioned. However, not until recently
did works using bond graph start to appear in wave energy lit-
erature [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Apart from being a graphical,
port-based modelling approach, one virtue of bond graph lies
in the fact that it is domain-independent; it uses common nota-
tions for elements and variables across various energy domains,
hence capable of representing a complex system involving di-
verse energy domains, such as a WECS, in a unified manner.
Also, due to the common notations, analogies between systems
across energy domains are readily inferred, even if the compo-
nents involved are physically different. This helps in providing
insight into the behaviour of a WECS, and in assessing vari-
ous wave energy conversion concepts. The same feature could
also be useful in small-scale model testing of WECSs, where
the dynamics of the PTO mechanism, controller, moorings, and
connection to the electricity grid may not be realisable in small
scale. Based on the bond graph representation, a simulator
could be devised to mimic the expected dynamic behaviour in
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a laboratory setup. Another important virtue of bond graph is
that derivation of model equations can be done in a systematic
manner, allowing for automated computer simulation.

This article looks into a class of WECSs which utilize os-
cillating body (or bodies) as their working principle, and in par-
ticular, those with hydraulic PTO mechanism. This choice is
motivated by the fact that a large number of WECSs belong
into this class. Hydraulic PTO is thought to be suited for wave
energy conversion in that it can capture power from slowly
varying large forces which characterize ocean waves [15] and
that it is highly controllable [16]. A bond graph model of the
WECS is constructed by first considering the separate subsys-
tems/components before assembling them together. This is il-
lustrated in Section 2. Two alternative hydraulic system de-
signs are studied, which result from assembling the subsys-
tems/components differently. In passing, Section 2 also sug-
gests how one can use bond graph to model the dynamics of
a WECS consisting of a platform and several point absorbers.
Finally, in Section 3, a shallow-water pitching WECS is con-
sidered where the primary interface resembles the Edinburgh
duck [17]. Each of the two hydraulic PTO systems is connected
to the primary interface and selected simulation results under ir-
regular wave excitation are presented and discussed.

2. Bond graph model

In bond graph terms, a WECS essentially performs a power
transformation from one energy domain to another, usually from
mechanical translational/rotational domain to electrical domain.
In bond graph notation this is simply

Sf TF R

where S f is the source of mechanical translation/rotation, R
is the load of the system, and T F the power transformation
from mechanical to electrical domains. The power bonds (rep-
resented by half arrows) indicate the energy flow and signify
flows in opposite directions of the power co-variables, namely
effort and flow. The causal stroke (a vertical line at one end
of the bond and perpendicular to it) indicates the direction of
the effort signal. As an example, in the above, flow is the in-
put to the R element while effort is the output. In reality, the
T F is made up of a number of subsystems depending on the
PTO mechanism and the conversion stages employed, and these
should be modelled in detail.

Typical conversion stages in a WECS is illustrated in Fig. 1
[cf. 3, 18]. As seen from the figure, several alternatives are
available to convert energy from mechanical translational/rota-
tional, hydraulic, or pneumatic domain to electrical domain.
For an oscillating water column (OWC), energy is converted
from pneumatic to electrical domains via an air turbine [cf. 7,
Fig. 2], while for an overtopping WECS, energy is converted
from hydraulic to electrical domains via a water turbine. For
an oscillating-body WECS, direct conversion from mechanical
translational/rotational to electrical domains can be achieved by

Mechanical translation/rotation

Hydraulic

Mechanical rotation

Electrical

Hydraulic piston

Water turbine

Electrical generator

Hydraulic motor Air turbine

PneumaticHydraulic

Figure 1: Typical conversion stages in a wave energy conversion system.
Shaded rectangles represent energy domains, while non-shaded rectangles rep-
resent primary components/subsystems.
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Figure 2: An initial bond graph model of a hydraulic PTO, showing the major
conversion stages.

means of a direct-drive electrical generator. The second alterna-
tive is to have a hydraulic piston convert energy from mechani-
cal translational/rotational to hydraulic domains before convert-
ing it to mechanical rotational domain via a hydraulic motor.
This article concentrates on the latter alternative.

An initial bond graph model of such hydraulic PTO, show-
ing the primary conversion stages, is shown in Fig. 2. In the
figure, the two T F elements represent the hydraulic piston and
hydraulic motor, respectively, and the labels above and below
the power bonds represent the effort-flow pair or the power co-
variables in each energy domain. In mechanical translational
domain, these are force (F) and velocity (v), in hydraulic do-
main, pressure (p) and volume flow rate (Q), while in mechani-
cal rotational domain, these are torque (τ) and angular velocity
(ω). The resemblance of the bond graph model to the chart in
Fig. 1 is readily seen. Fig. 1 can in fact be conceived as a word
bond graph for different classes of WECS.

Clearly, in a realistic model, energy losses in between suc-
cessive conversion stages have to be accounted for. In a hy-
draulic system, these losses are mainly due to pressure drops
along the pipes, leakages, and frictions. In bond graph, each
of these is modelled by an R element, which serves to dissipate
energy. These have to be added into the model. Apart from
S f , T F, and R, additional elements are also required in order
to develop a bond graph model with sufficient details. In total,
nine basic elements are generally sufficient to model any phys-
ical system. Each of these represents an elementary behaviour,
viz. storage (C and I elements), reversible transformation (T F
and GY elements), irreversible transformation (R element), sup-
ply and demand (S e and S f elements), and distribution (0- and
1-junctions). They are introduced in the following.
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Figure 3: Bond graph model of a single acting hydraulic piston.

2.1. Subsystems and components
The hydraulic PTO system in this study consists of the fol-

lowing subsystems and components [for a more detailed over-
view of hydraulic components, see e.g. 19].

2.1.1. Hydraulic piston
Energy from translational/rotational motion of the WEC pri-

mary interface is converted into hydraulic pressure by one or
more hydraulic pistons. These pistons can be either single or
double acting. A bond graph model of the single acting piston
is shown in Fig. 3. The model has two ports: the first port con-
nects to a source, which in the case of a WEC could be a flow
source representing the relative velocity of the primary inter-
face, whereas the second port transfers the pressurized fluid to
the next conversion stage or to pipes and valves.

It is seen that the model is built up using T F, R, I, C ele-
ments, as well as 0- and 1-junctions. The primary function of a
hydraulic piston is to convert energy from mechanical transla-
tional domain to hydraulic domain. This is represented by the
T F element, with the following constitutive relation:

Fp = Ap pc (1)
Qc = Apvp , (2)

where Fp is the force applied to the piston, Ap is the piston
area, pc is the chamber pressure relative to the initial chamber
pressure, Qc is the volume flow rate, and vp is the velocity of
the piston.

The R elements are used to represent energy losses due to
damping and friction. The cylinder friction F f can be modelled
according to the static plus Coulomb plus viscous plus Stribeck
model [20]:

F f = Fn


µc +

(
µst | tanh(svp)| − µc

)
exp

− v2
p

v2
st

 sgn(vp) + µvvp

 ,

(3)
where Fn is the normal force, µc is the Coulomb friction co-
efficient, µst is the static friction coefficient, µv is the viscous
friction coefficient, vst is the characteristic Stribeck velocity,
and s is the steepness of Coulomb friction curve. Also, since
the stroke length of the piston is limited, a conditional damping
model is used to represent energy loss whenever the piston col-
lides with the cylinder heads. This is modelled as a linear damp-
ing with a large damping coefficient which is applied whenever
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Figure 4: Bond graph model of a double acting hydraulic piston.

the piston displacement exceeds the stroke limit. Similarly, the
damping of the piston rod is modelled as a linear damping with
a large damping coefficient.

Some of the force applied to the piston will accelerate the
piston mass. This is represented as an I element. The mass of
the piston relates its momentum and velocity.

The C elements are used to represent, firstly, the stiffness
applied whenever the piston displacement exceeds the stroke
limit, secondly, the stiffness of the piston rod, and thirdly, the
compressibility of the fluid in the chamber. The latter is mod-
elled by the following equation which relates the chamber pres-
sure pc and the change in chamber volume ∆Vc [21]:

pc = B
∆Vc

Vc0 − ∆Vc
, (4)

where B is the bulk modulus of the fluid and Vc0 is the initial
chamber volume.

A double acting piston, as opposed to the single acting, has
two flow outlets (represented by the two ports at the right hand
side), and as such, has two T F elements in the bond graph
model (see Fig. 4). Eqs. (1) and (2) are used for each T F,
but it should be noted that the area of one side of the piston is
not necessarily equal to the area of the other side, due to the
presence of the piston rod. Also, compared to the single acting
piston (Fig. 3), an additional C element is needed to model fluid
compressibility in the other chamber. An additional R element
is used to model internal leakage across the cylinder chambers.

2.1.2. Pipes
Pipes transfer hydraulic fluid from one point to another.

These can be thought of as transmission lines in the case of
electrical systems. As the fluid flows along the pipes, energy
is dissipated resulting in pressure drops. Pressure drops ∆pp
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along the pipes are modelled according to the following equa-
tion [22]:

∆pp =
128LρνQ
πD4 , (5)

where L is the pipe length, ρ is the fluid density, ν is the kine-
matic viscosity of the fluid, Q is the volume flow rate, and D
is the pipe diameter. This can be represented by an R element.
Also, as the fluid in the pipe is accelerated, inertial force arises.
The fluid inertance, which is modelled by an I element, is given
as [22]

I =
4ρL
πD2 . (6)

2.1.3. Check valves
A check valve or no-flow valve resembles a diode in elec-

trical systems. It allows flow in only one direction. Such be-
haviour can be modelled in bond graph using an R element with
conditional equations which determine the flow Qv through the
valve depending on the pressure difference across it. One such
model is given as follows [c.f. 21]:

Qv =



∆pv

pcl
Qcl if ∆pv < pcl

Qcl +
∆pv − pcl

pop − pcl
(Qop − Qcl) if pcl ≤ ∆pv ≤ pop

CdAmax

√
2
ρ

∆pv if ∆pv > pop ,

(7)

where

Qcl = CdAmin

√
2
ρ

pcl (8)

Qop = CdAmax

√
2
ρ

pop . (9)

In the above, Cd is the discharge coefficient, Amin is the leakage
area, while Amax is the fully open flow area. The pressures pcl

and pop are reference pressures for the closing and opening of
the valve. The valve is closed if the pressure difference across
the valve ∆pv is lower than pcl, and is fully open if ∆pv is higher
than pop. The leakage area Amin is introduced to model leakage
when the valve is closed.

2.1.4. Accumulators
An accumulator, which behaves as a capacitor in electrical

systems, provides means for energy storage. It has the effect of
smoothing out pressure and flow fluctuations in the system. A
common type is the gas-charged accumulator, which uses a gas-
filled bladder in a chamber. The expansion and compression of
the gas follows the following relation [22]:

p0 + ∆p = p0

(
V0

V0 − ∆V

)k

, (10)

where p0 is the initial gas pressure and V0 is the initial gas vol-
ume. The volume of fluid entering the accumulator is denoted
by ∆V and the corresponding increase in pressure by ∆p. The
value of the specific heat ratio k depends on whether the expan-
sion and compression occur rapidly or slowly. Such relation
between pressure and volume can be modelled by a C element.

port1
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Rmotor_internal_leak 1
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motor_friction

I

motor_inertia_moment

Figure 5: Bond graph model of a hydraulic motor.

Figure 6: Hydraulic system design with a single-acting hydraulic piston and
two check valves.

2.1.5. Hydraulic motor
A hydraulic motor transforms energy from hydraulic into

mechanical rotational domains. A bond graph model of the hy-
draulic motor is shown in Fig. 5. The model has three ports: the
first port represents the inflow into the motor, the second rep-
resents the outflow, and the third represents the connection to
the next conversion stage, i.e. an electric generator. The trans-
formation from hydraulic into mechanical rotational domains
is carried out according to the following equation for the T F
element [21]:

T = Vr p tanα (11)
Q = Vrω tanα , (12)

where T is the motor torque, Vr the motor displacement per
radian, p the hydraulic pressure, α the inclination angle, Q the
volume flow rate, and ω the motor rotational velocity. Internal
leakage is included in the model using an R element in the same
way as in the double acting piston (c.f. Fig. 4). In addition,
the inertia of the rotating part is modelled as an I element and
friction is included using an R element.

2.2. Assembled subsystems and components
The various subsystems/components having been described,

one is now ready to assemble them together. One possible hy-
draulic PTO design for use in a WECS is shown in Fig. 6. This
system has a single-acting hydraulic piston at one end, two
check valves, two accumulators, and a hydraulic motor. Rel-
ative motion of the primary interface due to the waves drives
the piston up and down. Referring to the figure, as the piston
moves down, hydraulic fluid is forced to flow through the up-
per pipe into the high-pressure accumulator and through the hy-
draulic motor. As the piston moves up, the fluid flows through
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Figure 7: Bond graph model of a WECS with hydraulic PTO using a single-acting hydraulic piston and two check valves.

the lower pipe from the hydraulic motor and the low-pressure
accumulator back into the cylinder. Throughout this cycle, the
fluid always flows in one direction as it drives the hydraulic
motor. The motor in turn drives an electric generator, which
applies load into the system.

A bond graph model of such system is shown in Fig. 7. One
can see that the model resembles the schematic in Fig. 6 and
that it is build up from the subsystems/components described
previously. Here, the details of the hydraulic cylinder and the
hydraulic motor are just as shown in Figs. 3 and 5. The detail
of the 2-check-valve system is shown in Fig. 8. Due to the
nature of the check valve, its causality has to be fixed. As a
consequence, one has to introduce a C element connected to
the 0-junction to avoid differential causality in the model. The
electric generator is modelled using a linear R element.

As an illustration, an oscillating body has been included as
a primary interface, constrained to move in one degree of free-
dom (DOF). A bond graph of the body consists of an I element
representing its structural mass and added mass, a C element
representing its hydrostatic restoring force, and an R element
representing its hydrodynamic damping. The motion of the
body drives the hydraulic piston. A T F element representing
some transformation relation, such as between mechanical ro-
tational and translational domain, connects the body and the
hydraulic PTO. Exciting force from the waves is represented
by S e element.

It is possible to assemble the subsystems/components differ-
ently. An alternative hydraulic PTO design utilizing a double-
acting hydraulic piston and four check valves is described in
Section 3.

2.3. Dynamics of a multi-body primary interface

In passing, we shall now suggest how to model the dynam-
ics of the primary interface of a multi-body WECS and how
to implement it in bond graph. Consider a particular WECS
in the form of a floating platform with multiple buoys hanging
underneath, such as the concept studied in [10] and [23]. Each
buoy is constrained to move only in vertical direction relative to
the platform. This relative motion is in turn converted by a hy-
draulic PTO into electricity. A floating platform generally has
6 DOFs. Each buoy introduces one extra DOF to the system.
For n buoys, there will be a total of n extra DOFs. Assuming

port1
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port3

0

1

R
checkvalve1

1

R

checkvalve2

C

compliance

Figure 8: Bond graph model of a 2-check-valve system.

that the motion of the platform is not affected by the motion of
the buoys, Marré [10] modelled the platform as a flow source.
In the following a more realistic bond graph model of the inter-
action between the platform and the buoys shall be developed.

Consider a floating rectangular platform in head sea. A
right-handed coordinate system (x, y, z) lies on the mean water
surface with x-axis pointing in the incident wave propagation
direction and z-axis pointing upwards. For simplicity, the cen-
tre of gravity of the platform at rest is assumed to coincide with
the origin of the coordinate system, and the incident wave is
assumed to propagate in the direction normal to the side of the
platform. Let the platform displacements along the x-, z-, and
about the y-axes be η1(t), η3(t), and η5(t), respectively, the dis-
placements of buoy i along the x-, z-, and about the y-axes be
η1i(t), η3i(t), and η5i(t), respectively, the x-coordinate of buoy
i be xi, and the vertical displacement of buoy i relative to the
platform be ri(t). Assuming small η5(t), the following relations
hold:

η1i(t) = η1(t) + ri(t)η5(t) (13)
η3i(t) = η3(t) − xiη5(t) + ri(t) (14)
η5i(t) = η5(t) . (15)

Taking time derivatives gives the following relations between
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the velocities:

η̇1i(t) = η̇1(t) + ri(t)η̇5(t) + ṙi(t)η5(t) (16)
η̇3i(t) = η̇3(t) − xiη̇5(t) + ṙi(t) (17)
η̇5i(t) = η̇5(t) . (18)

Following [21], the equation of motions for the system can
be expressed as

d
dt

(
∂T
∂q̇ j

)
−

(
∂T
∂q j
−
∂V
∂q j

)
= E j , (19)

where q j is the j-th generalized displacement, T and V are the
kinetic and potential energy expressions as functions of the gen-
eralized displacements, and E j the generalized forces for the
j-th coordinate including forces which can be derived from dis-
sipation terms. q = (η1, η3, η5, ri|i = 1, . . . , n)T is chosen as the
generalized displacement vector. An alternative choice of gen-
eralized displacements was considered by Taghipour and Moan
[23].

Without contributions from added masses, the kinetic en-
ergy T can be expressed in terms of the generalized displace-
ments as

T =
1
2

m1η̇
2
1 + m3η̇

2
3 + m5η̇

2
5 +

n∑
i=1

m1i(η̇1 + riη̇5 + ṙiη5)2


+

1
2

n∑
i=1

[
m3i(η̇3 − xiη̇5 + ṙi)2 + m5iη̇

2
5

]
,

(20)

where m1,m3, and m5 denote the platform inertias associated
with η1, η3, and η5, respectively, while m1i,m3i, and m5i denote
the inertias of buoy i associated with η1i, η3i, and η5i. Consider-
ing only the hydrostatic restoring forces, the potential energy V
can be expressed as

V =
1
2

(
C33η

2
3 + C55η

2
5

)
+

1
2

n∑
i=1

{
C33i(η3 − xiη5 + ri)2 + C55iη

2
5

}
,

(21)
where C33,C55,C33i, and C55i are the hydrostatic restoring co-
efficients. Taking the required derivatives and substituting into
Eq. (19) yields a system of equations which can be implemented
in bond graph using an IC field, a special bond graph element.

A bond graph model of the platform-buoy dynamics, where
bonds for only one buoy have been drawn, is shown in Fig. 9.
The IC field is shown on the top. The three 1-junctions on the
upper left represent the platform velocities, while the three 1-
junctions on the lower right represent the buoy velocities, all
in the inertial coordinate system. The 1-junction on the upper
right represents the buoy velocity relative to the platform, ṙi.
External restoring forces such as from moorings have been in-
cluded in the model using C elements, while external damping
forces such as from viscous damping have been included using
R elements. The wave exciting forces are effort sources, and
therefore are represented by S e elements. The magnitudes of
the wave radiation forces depend on the body velocities, and

Figure 10: Hydraulic system design with a double-acting hydraulic piston and
four check valves.

therefore are represented by MS e (modulated effort source) el-
ements, which take the velocities of the bodies as input sig-
nals. Alternatively, the radiation forces can be decomposed into
added mass and radiation damping forces, and included using
I and R fields connected to the 1-junctions, respectively. The
wave exciting and radiation forces on the buoy are given in the
inertial coordinate system, and thus MT F and T F elements are
needed to relate the velocities and forces in this coordinate sys-
tem to those along ri. The rectangle labelled PTO contains
bond graph of the hydraulic system considered earlier.

Simulation of this multi-body dynamic model is not pursued
in this article. Instead, in the next section we shall consider a
shallow-water pitching WECS.

3. Simulations of a shallow-water pitching WECS with al-
ternative hydraulic PTO systems

Alternative designs of hydraulic PTO can be conceived by
assembling the various subsystems and components described
in Section 2 in different manners. Two designs are considered
here. The first, with a single-acting hydraulic piston and two
check valves, is similar to that studied in [11, 24], and has been
described above in Section 2.2. The second, with a double-
acting hydraulic piston and four check valves, is similar to that
studied in [12, 25, 13]. This second design resembles a full-
wave rectifier in electrical systems (see Fig. 10). As the piston
moves down, hydraulic fluid from the lower cylinder chamber is
forced to flow into the high-pressure accumulator, through the
hydraulic motor, into the low-pressure accumulator, and into
the upper chamber of the cylinder. As the piston moves up, hy-
draulic fluid from the upper cylinder chamber is again forced to
flow into the high-pressure accumulator, through the hydraulic
motor, into the low-pressure accumulator, and into the the lower
chamber of the cylinder. Throughout the cycle, the fluid always
flows in one direction as it drives the hydraulic motor. The
motor in turn drives an electric generator, which applies load
into the system. A bond graph representation of the system is
shown in Fig. 11. At a glance, the system looks similar to the
first design (see Fig. 7). The differences are in the details of the
hydraulic cylinder and the check valve system, as well as the
connection between the cylinder and the check valve system.
The detail of the hydraulic cylinder is shown in Fig. 4 while
the detail of the check valve system is shown in Fig. 12. In the
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Figure 12: Bond graph model of a 4-check-valve system.

following, the design with a single-acting hydraulic piston and
two check valves is referred as the 2-valve system and the de-
sign with a double-acting piston and four valves as the 4-valve
system.

Selected simulation results from the two alternative hydra-
ulic PTO designs connected to a primary interface shall now be
presented. Consider a shallow-water pitching WECS as shown
in Fig. 13, where the primary interface resembles the Edinburgh
Duck [17]. The cross section of the primary interface is formed
by an arc of radius 5 m and two straight lines of equal length,
each tangent to the arc. The width of the primary interface is
10 m and its draft is 7.5 m. A supporting structure constrains
the primary interface to move only in pitch. The pitch motion
under wave action activates the hydraulic piston, which drives
the fluid flow in the hydraulic system. The device is set to op-
erate in 10-m water depth. It can be shown that the wave en-
ergy transport J, defined as the transported wave power per unit
width of the wave front, for plane progressive irregular wave in
finite water depth is

J = ρg
∫ ∞

0
S (ω)vgdω, (22)

where ρ is the water density, g is the acceleration of gravity,
S (ω) is the (one-sided) wave spectrum, and vg is the group ve-
locity, which is a function of wave frequency ω and water depth
h [c.f. 26, Eq. 29, where a two-sided spectrum was used instead
of the more common one-sided one. The expression differs by
a factor of 2]. The wave energy transport in 10-m water depth
is plotted in Fig. 14, together with that in 300-m water depth. A
JONSWAP spectrum with peakedness parameter of 3 and sig-
nificant wave height Hs = 2 m is used as the wave spectrum
model. It can be seen that, for the same Hs, the 10-m-water-
depth wave transports more energy than the 300-m-water-depth
wave in the range of spectral peak period Tp ≈ 3 to 11 s. This
constitutes one motivation for pursuing WECS development in
shallow water.

Hydrodynamic parameters of the primary interface are com-
puted using a higher-order panel method [27]. Wave diffraction
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Figure 14: Wave energy transport for irregular plane progressive waves accord-
ing to JONSWAP spectrum with Hs = 2 m in shallow and deep waters.
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Figure 15: Pitch velocity amplitudes of the primary interface without the hy-
draulic system for 1-m incident harmonic wave amplitude and for different radii
of gyration.

due to the support structure is neglected and the water depth is
assumed to be uniform. Referring to Fig. 13 (right), the incident
wave is assumed to propagate from left to right.

In addition to tuning the linear generator load R, the possi-
bility of tuning the inertia moment of the primary interface in
order to maximise the energy capture is considered. This may
be achieved in practice by transferring some mass in the pri-
mary interface along the radial direction. In the mathematical
model, the same effect is obtained by allowing the radius of
gyration r55 to be varied. Fig. 15 shows the pitch velocity am-
plitudes of the primary interface when it is not connected to the
hydraulic system, for 1-m incident harmonic wave amplitude
and for different realistic radii of gyration. The figure illus-
trates that depending on the frequency content of the incident
wave, there is an optimum radius of gyration which maximises
the energy capture.

A bond graph model of the primary interface is shown in
Fig. 16. This constitutes the detail of the body in Figs. 7 and 11.
A state-space model is used to approximate the radiation con-
volution term. The state-space model is represented by the el-
ement ABCD in Fig. 16. It takes the body velocity as input
and outputs the corresponding radiation force. Identification
of the state-space model is done in the frequency domain fol-
lowing the algorithm detailed in [28]. It has been shown that
the model is highly efficient and accurate [see, e.g. 29]. The
I element represents the sum of the structural inertia and the
infinite-frequency added mass. The C element represents the
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Figure 13: Artist impression of the pitching WECS: isometric view (left) and side view (right).
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Figure 16: Bond graph model of the pitching WECS primary interface.

hydrostatic restoring force.
Simulations are carried out using a modelling and simula-

tion package [20]. The implicit Backward Euler method, which
is suited for stiff systems, is used as the numerical integration
method, with a relative tolerance of 1.0 × 10−7. Step sizes of
2 × 10−3 s and 1 × 10−3 s are used for the 2-valve and the 4-
valve systems, respectively. The parameters used in the numer-
ical simulations are listed in Table 3. The same set of param-
eters are used for the two hydraulic PTO designs to show how
the two systems behave under similar circumstances. The ex-
citation force time series are generated before the simulation
and stored as data files to be read during the simulation. The
excitation force time series are generated following the method
described in [29].

Selected results from 600-second simulation of the pitch-
ing WECS are presented in Fig. 17 for the 2-valve system and
in Fig. 18 for the 4-valve system. The wave parameters are
Tp = 11 s and Hs = 2 m. The same wave realisation is used
for both systems. The results are for optimised linear genera-
tor load R and radius of gyration of the primary interface r55
which give the largest amount of converted energy during the
600 seconds. These optimised values together with the amount
of converted energy for Tp = 7, 9, and 11 s and Hs = 2 m
are listed in Table 2 for the 2-valve system and in Table 3 for
the 4-valve system. It should be noted that for a given case the
amount of converted energy obtained using different wave real-
isations may differ, but they should converge for a sufficiently
long simulation. The 600-second duration is not sufficiently
long to give reliable estimates of the converted energy; it is se-

Table 1: Parameters used in numerical simulations

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Primary interface
displaced volume Vol 681.374 m3

infinite-frequency added mass m(∞) 9.8×105 kgm2

hydrostatic restoring coefficient S b 2.4×107 Nm
Hydraulic piston

piston mass mp 8.0 kg
piston diameter Dp 0.3 m
rod diameter Dr 0.05 m
Coulomb friction coefficient µc 0.04 -
static friction coefficient µst 0.04 -
viscous friction coefficient µv 5.0 m−1s
characteristic Stribeck velocity vst 0.002 ms−1

steepness of Coulomb friction curve s 1000 m−1s
normal force Fn 10 N
bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid B 1.6×109 Nm−2

initial length of chamber 1 Lc01 3.0 m
initial length of chamber 2 Lc02 3.0 m
initial chamber pressure pc0 2.0×107 Nm−2

Pipes
pipe total length L 2.0 m
pipe diameter D 0.03 m
fluid density ρ 865.0 kgm−3

kinematic viscosity ν 5.0×10−5 m2s−1

Check valves
discharge coefficient Cd 0.9 -
leakage area Amin 1.0×10−8 m2

fully open area Amax 2.0×10−3 m2

reference closed pressure pcl 1.0 Nm−2

reference fully open pressure pop 8.0×104 Nm−2

High-pressure accumulator
initial gas pressure ph0 3.0×107 Nm−2

initial gas volume Vh0 9.0 m3

specific heat ratio k 1.4 -
Low-pressure accumulator

initial gas pressure pl0 1.0×107 Nm−2

initial gas volume Vl0 3.0 m3

Hydraulic motor
displacement per radian Vr 0.3 m3

inclination angle α 30.0 deg
inertia mm 10.0 kgm2
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Table 2: Optimised values of the linear generator load R and radius of gyration
of the primary interface r55 together with the amount of converted energy Eu,
for the pitching WECS with 2-valve system

Tp [s] Ropt [Nms] r55 opt [m] Eu [kWh]

7 1464 6.0 5.1
9 1477 8.5 2.8
11 1414 10.2 4.0

Table 3: As in Tab. 2, for the pitching WECS with 4-valve system

Tp [s] Ropt [Nms] r55 opt [m] Eu [kWh]

7 484 5.9 4.9
9 509 8.2 2.8
11 516 10.1 3.9

lected for comparison purposes only.
From the close agreement between the optimum amount of

converted energy obtained from the two systems (see Tabs. 2
and 3), the following is deduced. Given that the two systems
have equal losses, the amount of optimum converted energy ob-
tained by the two systems will be equal when the same optimis-
ing strategy is used even if the details of the two systems are
different. In the present case, the parameters of the two systems
have been set to give approximately the same amount of major
losses. The lower amount of converted energy obtained by the
4-valve system is likely due to larger minor losses arising for
instance from valve leakages. It is also interesting to note that
while the optimum values of r55 are similar for the two systems,
the optimum values of R are lower for the 4-valve system than
those for the 2-valve system.

Referring again to Figs. 17 and 18, the distinct feature of the
4-valve system as opposed to the 2-valve system is noticeable
from the plots of the accumulator pressures. For the 4-valve
system there are two oscillations of the accumulator pressure
for each oscillation of the primary interface, whereas for the
2-valve system there is one oscillation of the accumulator pres-
sure for each oscillation of the primary interface. It is also ap-
parent that pressure fluctuations are larger for the 2-valve sys-
tem than those for the 4-valve system. The 4-valve system is
probably the better option if minimising pressure fluctuations is
one of the primary interests. Numerical experimentations also
reveal that further smoothing of the converted power may be ob-
tained by increasing the accumulator volumes and/or the motor
inertia.

4. Conclusions

This article demonstrates the virtue of bond graph mod-
elling as being graphical, modular, and domain-independent,
by considering two alternative hydraulic PTO system designs
obtained by first considering the subsystems/components sep-
arately and then assembling them in different manners. The
first design uses a single-acting hydraulic piston and two check
valves. The second uses a double-acting hydraulic piston and

four check valves. These hydraulic system models can then be
connected to bond graph models of various primary interface
designs (single-body or multi-body in terms of configuration,
or heaving, pitching, etc. in terms of modes of motion) to form
different models of wave energy conversion systems with hy-
draulic PTO.

Illustrative numerical results of the two hydraulic PTO de-
signs have been presented for a shallow-water device where the
primary interface resembles the Edinburgh Duck, constrained
to move in pitch about a fixed axis. These results include the
variations with time of body displacements, accumulator pres-
sures, and converted power in irregular waves, for optimised
generator load and radius of gyration of the primary interface.
In addition, we have suggested how to model in terms of bond
graph the dynamics of a platform and multiple buoys, each con-
nected to a hydraulic PTO system.

It is our belief that in view of the multidisplinary nature of
wave energy research, bond graph could serve as a valuable tool
in assessing the system behaviour of various wave energy con-
version concepts. Furthermore, bond graph could be helpful in
devising small-scale PTO simulators for the purpose of small-
scale model testing.
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